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Member Association of International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers' Associations

ATCG(I)/NR/20 19/03

Dated: 05-06-2019

To,
General Secretary,
ATC Guild India,
New Delhi

Sub: Discordance among controllers w.r.t rating allowance.
Sir,
Reference may be made to previous REC-NR letter no. ATCG(I)/NR/2017/03 dated 20-112017 regarding the anomaly and impractical clause in ATMC 07 of 2017. Since the
implementation of two stream rating system via CHRM no. 30/2017, there is non-uniformity
of rating allowances w.r.t tower controllers. REC-NR has received many representations from
memberships on the above subject.
It is a matter of fact that A TCOs who had joined the AAI in same batch/year, some of them
have been allotted either Terminal or En-route stream but after rating there is substantial
difference of rating allowance. In addition, those who had joined before year 2012 and are
working in tower, some of their batchmates/j uniors are getting the more rating allowances in
En-route stream (non-radar) compare to tower controllers. This is creating very dispirited and
repulsive feeling in their day-to-day working life which is not a safe sign for highly sensitive
professional job.

In view of the above, some of the suggestions are as below;
1. Concept of Aerodrome control instrument rating (ADI) may be introduced instead of
ADC so that tower controller can give collision avoidance heading for the safe
operation.
2. JCAC rating should also be combined with terminal stream due to highly sensitive
zone (VIP-89).
3. Approach procedural may be combined with ADC instead of approach radar.
Therefore, REC-NR requests you to kindly intervene and deliberate this issue with
management on priority basis. An expeditious response would be highly encouraging for
tower controllers.
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K.P.Singh
Regional Secretary-NR,
ATC Guild (1)-NR
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